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Frontline.Cloud™ is Digital Defense’s vulnerability and threat management platform that delivers foundational security essentials to protect your organization’s valuable assets and maximize the productivity of your team.

Born in the Cloud

Frontline.Cloud is the original Software as a Service (SaaS) security platform. Built for the cloud from the very start, Frontline.Cloud works seamlessly and deploys easily for organizations of all sizes, and offers a variety of options all within one convenient platform:

• Frontline VM™ – Vulnerability Management
• Frontline WAS™ – Web Application Scanning
• Frontline ATS™ – Active Threat Sweep
• Frontline Pen Test™ – Online Reporting and Ethical Hacking

Foundational Security

Frontline.Cloud provides robust vulnerability and threat management features without heavy administration requirements:

• On-premise, cloud, and hybrid deployments
• Cloud-native from the very beginning
• Unified management and comprehensive reporting
• Scales to hundreds of thousands of assets on a single system
• Hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Automated security workflow integration
• Reports for regulatory or benchmark compliance management
• Superior support and service

Meaningful Innovation

Digital Defense continues to evolve the technology behind the Frontline.Cloud platform’s proprietary and patented DDI NIRV™ Scanning Engine and DDI DNA™ Scan-to-Scan Network Host Correlation. Features that leverage the power of Frontline.Cloud include:

Security GPA™

This easy-to-communicate and understand metric is backed by a robust methodology that reflects improvements as you assess vulnerabilities and perform remediation.

Insight™

On-demand peer comparison gives you visibility into whether your organization's top security risks parallel those of other organizations in your same vertical or company size.

Network Map™

Visualize the security of your networks and connected assets through graphic depictions of risks to network segments and areas of vulnerability. Take action against clusters or single assets with a single click.

Connect™

Security automation with a RESTful API for intelligent data exchange that integrates seamlessly with the leading security workflow management platforms and SIEMs.

Seamlessly Integrate Frontline.Cloud with Complementary Security Technologies, such as:
Foundational to Every Cybersecurity Program

Frontline Vulnerability Manager™ (Frontline VM™) is the industry’s most comprehensive, accurate, and easy-to-use VM system – bar none.

Built on our patented scanning technology, Frontline VM is a next-generation security assessment solution that provides comprehensive scans and helps prioritize results, making identification, prioritization, and remediation of threats easier.

Rich in Features and Capabilities

Frontline VM identifies and evaluates the security and risk postures of network devices and applications deployed as on-premise, cloud, or hybrid networks. Frontline VM’s extensive and easy-to-use capabilities include:

- Vulnerability scanning & management
- Dynamic dashboard, data analysis, and reconciliation
- Automated asset classification, risk prioritization, and remediation assignment
- Actionable intelligence with step-by-step instructions for fast remediation
- Scan-to-scan network host correlation
- Trending and labeling notifications highlighting unmitigated vulnerabilities and new assets
- Role-based access control & data segmentation

The Frontline VM Difference: Backed by the security research expertise of the Digital Defense Vulnerability Research Team (VRT™), Frontline VM delivers unparalleled excellence from deep, accurate network and host assessments all the way to intelligent integration with SIEMs and security workflow management systems.
Web Application Scanning

Dynamic Web Application Testing
Rapid web application technology changes require organizations to constantly stay ahead of new standards and best practices. Frontline Web Application Scanning (Frontline WAS™) provides the highest level of dynamic web application testing results delivering unparalleled accuracy with minimal consumption of resources through a system that’s easily deployed and maintained.

Quick, Comprehensive, Accurate
Frontline WAS leverages the innovative and intuitive design of the Frontline Cloud platform for a user-friendly setup and actionable results give you the information you need.

• Unparalleled accuracy with minimal consumption of resources
• Easy deployment and configuration
• Multilevel dashboards to easily expose your overall security posture
• Prioritization of the most critical vulnerabilities

Results are Key
• Trending and tracking on new, recurred, and fixed vulnerabilities
• Intuitive results navigation
• Robust filtering and reporting on web app scan activities
• Frontline Security GPA® trending that offers a dynamic view of your security posture
• Detailed reporting to address OWASP Top 10
• Ability to compare Frontline VM and WAS Assets Ratings automatically, with no manual intervention required
Active Threat Sweep

Uncover Gaps in Your Existing Network Protection

Frontline Active Threat Sweep™ (Frontline ATS™) identifies gaps in your endpoint protection defenses. Pinpoint assets with out-of-date or disabled endpoint protection to quickly flag at-risk devices. Analyze assets for malware infection and indications of compromise (IoC) without the need for local agents.

Frontline ATS Changes the Game

Digital Defense's Frontline ATS complements your existing endpoint protection technologies and enables organizations to deploy a threat detection capability on top of Frontline.Cloud™ that is lightweight and effective, giving you instant visibility into assets and IoC.

Stronger Protection

Frontline ATS enhances your existing defense by complementing your existing endpoint protection technologies with a lightweight, easy-to-deploy solution that quickly and reliably analyzes assets for active threat activity and indications of compromise.

• Threat Scanning – Quickly and reliably scans internal assets for active threats and IoC
• Protection Gap Identification – Identify "shields down" conditions and out-of-date signatures on protection software
• Network-Based Coverage – Widespread coverage of Windows operating systems
• Agentless Technology – Lightweight and low maintenance

Accessible & Easy-to-Use

• Flexible deployment for on-prem or cloud
• Customizable role-based access control
• On-demand reporting with advanced filtering

Frontline ATS identifies trojans, adware, unwanted applications, software bundles, ransomware, exploit kits, backdoors, browser modifiers, hacker tools, and worms, among others.
Penetration Testing

Put Your Cyber Defenses to the Test

Analyst driven penetration testing from Digital Defense mobilizes a team of certified, experienced security experts to execute our proven penetration testing process. Access your penetration test and recurring vulnerability scan results together in actionable reports from within a single system.

- Uncover business impact of a successful attack
- Identify attack vectors hidden among a well sequenced exploit of lesser known vulnerabilities
- Reconcile your pen test findings and scans to correlate vulnerabilities
- Validate penetration test remediation with vulnerability scans
- View and track your combined results from a single user interface

Frontline.Cloud: Award Winning Vulnerability and Threat Management

Visit our website for subscription details: digitaldefense.com

Try Frontline.Cloud for FREE
DigitalDefense.com/Try
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